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“THERE IS NO PLAN B,
BECAUSE THERE IS NO PLANET B”
Ban Ki-Moon, Secretary-General, United Nations.
(Jan 2007-Dec 2016)

Rajiv Gandhi Science Centre

The Mauritius Commercial Bank Ltd.

Vision: To be a Centre of excellence in the communication and promotion of Science and Technology
The Rajiv Gandhi Science Centre, being aware of the increasing threats to
global sustainability is honoured to lead the Young Mauritians’ Plan for the
Planet on a pilot basis. We thank all our partners especially the Ministry of
Education and Human Resources, Tertiary Education and Scientific
Research for enabling our secondary school students to participate in this
global initiative. They have been empowered to tap into the opportunities
provided by the UN SDGs and develop a National Plan to address them.
Dr (Mrs) Jayantee Naugah, FRSB,
Chairperson, Rajiv Gandhi Science Centre Trust Fund Board

The future of Mauritius belongs to today’s youth and the ideal situation
is a plan by and for them. I recommend that our present policy makers
optimally adopt this strategic plan on SDGs and implement actions
proposed therein within our geographical districts or nationally. RGSC
highly acclaims the partnership of the MCB in this laudable initiative.
Dr Aman Kumar Maulloo,
Director, Rajiv Gandhi Science Centre

Vision: Everyday, we will help make something happen
I am particularly impressed and pleased with this laudable
initiative of the Rajiv Gandhi Science Centre and the students
of Mauritius. This elicits the view that our youth is capable
of thinking about the future of their country and propose
viable solutions that can make a difference. Through their ideas,
enthusiasm, and tenaciousness they can, and will shape
tomorrow. The initiatives proposed are broad in scope and
cover topical issues such as poverty alleviation, sustainable
development, energy consumption and education, among other
crucial ones. I am proud of the fact that MCB is associated
with this initiative through which their voices may be heard for
the sustainable future of our country, and ultimately that of the
planet. As an economic actor, we have also pledged to do our
share in ensuring Mauritius’ sustainable development. If we
all join in, we will succeed in making a difference.
Mr Alain Law Min,
Chief Executive Officer, The Mauritius Commercial Bank

Engaging, connecting and empowering young people with the national
and international implementation of the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals is essential.
The Australian National University and Questacon acknowledge the
important role the young Mauritians’ teams and the Rajiv Gandhi Science
Centre have played in embracing and acknowledging young people as
designers and implementers of our sustainable future earth.
Mr Ian Chambers,
Director, Young Australians’ Plan for the Planet Programme, Australia
Professor Graham Durant AM
Director, Questacon, Australia
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FOREWORD

PROGRAMME OVERVIEW

The Young Mauritians’ Plan for the Planet Project is, first of all, a platform for young Mauritians to express
their ideas on how they would like Mauritius to be in five to ten years time. By engaging in this project for the
past six months, students, supported by educators have, no doubt, learnt about the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs). Most importantly, they have proposed measures and well defined action plans on how to
achieve the global goals of the United Nations. The action plan is a compilation of students’ work with minimum
edits from the editing team.

•

In 2016, The United Nations (UN) launched 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) as the framework
to end poverty, protect the planet and ensure prosperity for all. These 17 SDGs are universal set of goals
and targets that the UN member states will use until 2030 to frame their agendas and policies.

•

The Young Mauritians’ Plan for the Planet is an innovative extracurricular programme implemented by
the Rajiv Gandhi Science Centre on a pilot basis in 10 secondary schools across all districts in Mauritius
during 2018. The project enabled some 120 secondary schools students to reflect on what is happening
in their respective districts with respect to the SDGs and propose an action plan on how to reach each
SDG in their region. The project enabled participants to develop skills to integrate business planning and
management methods in solving issues of scientific and social importance, thus preparing them to join
the workforce in the near future.

The project aimed at empowering students to think strategically on how they can be leaders of their future
instead of remaining passive citizens. The project also enabled students overcome several barriers and
construct bridges by putting their minds together to solve problems.
In so doing, the project attempts to address SDG 4: Quality Education by ensuring education for Sustainable
Development and Global Citizenship. The project is timely and in line with the current reform the education
sector in Mauritius.
Through this publication, we present the priorities identified by our participants together with action plans
that need to be implemented to address the SDGs in Mauritius. We congratulate all students and supervising
educators for their work!
Editing and Mentoring Team:
Mrs Bhamini Kamudu Applasawmy
Mr Prakash Jhugaroo
Dr Soolakshna Lukea-Bhiwajee
Mrs Soujata Rughoobur-Seetah
Mr Vikramsing Gungah
Mrs Bharati Bhundoo
Mrs Vijayelaksmee Goorah
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School: Sir Leckraz Teelock SSS

THE SCHOOLS

City (council regions and marine ecosystems)

Students:

Students:

Students:

Mr. Gurmeet Aditya BHURUTH

Mr. Nehemish DUSSAYE

Ms. Nehabye ISRAM

Mr. Darrel Bradley CLARISSE
Mr. Jaykishan GAYANDEE

Mr. Pankaj JUGGOO

Mr. Yash PURSUN

Mr. Irfaan CALLOO

Mr. Chetramsingh CHUMMUN
Mr. Lakshaye MUNGROO
Mr. Nikhil RAMESSUR

Mr. Muhammad Salman KOOTOOBALLY

Supervising Teachers:

Mr. Hirthikraj DABEEAH

Mrs. Vanessa Munso

Mr. Arulvellen CAREMBEN
Mr. Lomesh RAMEN

Mr. Mohammad Hammaad Ali SAHEBALLY
Supervising Teachers:

ENGAGING, CONNECTING
AND EMPOWERING YOUTH TO DELIVER THE
UN SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS

West Coast (all marine ecosystems)

Southern (all marine and country ecosystems)

Mr. Ohm LOBIND

Loreto College Saint Pierre

School: Dr James Burty David SSS

District/Ecozone: Black River/Ecozone 10 -

Mr. Kapil Savish JEETAH

Phoenix SSS

School: Swami Sivananda SSS

District/Ecozone: Savanne/Ecozone 9 -

Mr. Om Kumar Sharma ANCHARAZ

Young Mauritians’ Plan for the Planet

School: Royal College Curepipe

District/Ecozone: Flacq/Ecozone 5 Eastern (& other coastal ecosystems)

Mrs. Karuna BAGUANT

Rector:

Mrs. Mitranee KHUSHIRAM

Mr. Gopaulchand CHANDANSING

Students:

Students:

Mr. Numaan Ibn Noor Muhammad BATTUN

Mr. Muhammad Zubair Ayman MAHERALLY

Mr. Wong Fen Sin AH FAT

Ms. Yashoda DAMUR

Mr. Muhammad Qays BAXOU

Ms. Itusha Renusingh SHIBCHURN
Ms. Keshika HOWTAR

Mr. Himanshu Bheyshaj BONOMAULLY
Mr. Siddhartha Hans BUSJEET

Mr. Noor Muhammad Fawwaaz CHUNDER

Central North City (other council regions)

Mr. Khevish Singh JANKEE

Mr. Chetan Ganesh BEEPHA

Mr. Shuaib Adnan Ahmad MOHUN
Mr. Keepan CANOO

Mr. Hans HOOKOOMSINGH

Ms. Anna KUMBREE

Mr. Mohammad Fawaaz DINALLY

Mr. Rohan RAMDHUR

Ms. Rouchita RAMJEE

Mr. Muhammad Faeez Bin KOOTBALLY

Mr. Divesh SEEBOORUTH

Ms. Hrithika NANDEE

Supervising Teachers:

Mrs. Sonia LUCKEENARAIN

Mr. Eddy Sylvain CHELLAPEN
Rector:

Mr. Mudun BULLUCK

District/Ecozone: Plaines Wilhems/Ecozone 6 -

Ms. Trishala UJOODHA

Ms. Twesha HOWTAR

School: College du Saint Esprit

District/Ecozone: Port Louis/ Ecozone 3 -

Mr. Madoo RAMJEE

Rector:

Mr. Muhammad Arshaad IBRAHIM
Mr. Ahmud Zaïm MOHAMUDALLY
Mr. Adrian Loic MOMINE

Mr. Mohammad Ishaam RASSOOL

Mr. Durvesh SEEWOO

Mr. Irshaad Ibne Imran SEIKDAUR
Mr. Yashveer TEELUCK

Mr. Kheelan VEERASAMY
Supervising Teachers:

Mr. Yugesh PANDAY

Miss. Radhekshmi CAUMUL

Mr. Dillan FEKNA

Mr. Aniketh Ramburn DASHADUSINGH

Mr. Danshil RAMGUTTY

Mr. Chetanand GOOBOODHUN

Supervising Teachers:
Mr. Christian GUNNOO
Rector:

Mr. Lindsay THOMAS

Mrs. Suneila GOKHOOL

Mrs. Hassina Banon TAHER-AHSEEK

Dr James Burty David SSS

Sir Leckraz Teelock SSS

Rector:

Mr. Soorendranath OODIT

School: Loreto College Saint Pierre

Ms. Vidushee BUNDHOO

Ms. Kirtee Devi BEEHARRY

Ms. Sharmeen RAMPUTH

Mr. Shafi SAHEBDIN

Mr. Bryan Eli ANTOINE

Mr. Yogeshwar PURMESSUR

Mr. Ashley NICOLAS

Mr. Keshav SOOKOOLOO

Ms. Chaya SEEWOORUTTUN

Mr. Yashveer CHUCKOWREE

Mr. Hemant SEEWOOCHURSING

Ms. Anne-Celine RAMCHURN

Mr. Thanvir MOTEE

Ms. Vidoushi NUNHUCK

Ms. Drishti JOGESSUR

Mr. Haider Ali SOBRATEE

Ms. Jeshna Luximon

Ms. Nishta JIBNA

Mr. Yasht GOORIA

Supervising Teachers:

Mr. Poulay Geereedhasen CUROOPEN

Mr. Arvin BULLORAM

Ms. Reetisha KOONJEE

Ms. Marie Anais MATHIEU
Ms. Ashwini DOOKHY

Ms. Reshmee DENATUNDIE

Ms. Niranjanee CHINNIEN

Ms. Harshika BOODHUN

Supervising Teachers:

Supervising Teachers:

Rector:

Mr. Kailash PEM

Mr. Prithviraj MUNGRAH
Rector:

Mr. Kreshnanandeo GOKOOL

Ms. Suhayla MANJOO

Ms. Damini NUNDLAUL

Mr. Meyyar MOONEAN

Ms. Umme Kulsoom FAIZ

Ms. Vaishali RAMESSUR

Ms. Pushpanjeli ARAN

Mr. Kaushik CEEMALA

Ms. Dakshika MOORUT

Mrs. Astrid BASTIEN-SYLVA

Soondur Munrakhun College

Students:

Mr. Pranav DWARKA

Mrs. Agnelle GNANY

Swami Sivananda SSS

Students:

Ms. Chaya Devi REEDHA

Ms. Shabnoor HOSANEE

THAN
THE
SWORD

District/Ecozone: Grand-Port/Ecozone 8 South East (council regions & marine ecosystems)

Ms. Shajeenaz GOLFEE

Mrs. Ishtee RUGHOOBUR
PEN
T H EI S
R
HTIE
MIG

District/Ecozone: Pamplemousses/Ecozone 2 North West (councils and marine ecosystems)

Students:

Ms. Kreeshnika B. JANIKERAMUDU

THE GLOBAL GOALS
FOR SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT

District/Ecozone: Ecozone 7 - Central
South City (other council regions)

Students:

Ms. Rheet JHURREE

N COLLEG
MILTO
E
HA

School: Hamilton College Girls

Students:

Ms. Mokshada FAKEERA

Royal College Curepipe

School: Soondur Munrakhun College

District/Ecozone: Moka/Ecozone 4 Central (and rainforest ecosystems)

Ms. Keerty SOOUMBUR

College du Saint Esprit

School: Phoenix SSS

District/Ecozone: Rivière du Rempart/
Ecozone 1 - North East (councils and marine
ecosystems)

Ms. Anastasia ZEMIDOR

Simadree Virahsawmy SSS

School: Simadree Virahsawmy SSS

Mr. Suhail REHAMAN

Mr. Kushraj MIHDIDIN

Supervising Teachers:

Mr. Mamode Rechad GOLAMAULLY

Mr. Pajanivel Naidu PURSERAMEN
Rector:

Mrs. Sunita Kumari NUNDLOLL

Mr. Hashim JUGOO

Mr. Tanveer ANJORE

Mr. Parasram SYEA

Rector:

Mr. Indulsingh INDERJEET

Ms. Alexia JEANNETON

Ms. Yuvatee RAGHOO
Ms. Ritika IDDOO

Ms. Deeksha NEPAULSING
Ms. Preeshnee HOOTA

Ms. Khuseela LALLJEE
Supervising Teachers:

Mr. Chandrashekar RAI
Rector:

Mr. Roshni D’Souza ESOOF
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PROGRAMME SUPPORTERS AND MENTORS

THE PROCESS

Overall Programme Coordinator:

BUILD

• Mrs. Bhamini Kamudu Applasawmy (Resource Officer/Senior Resource Officer, Rajiv Gandhi Science Centre)
DISCOVER

Prioritisation Matrix

Mentors:

Urgency/Importance
Scoring (1-10)

• Mr. Prakash Jhugaroo (Manager (Graphics and Exhibition), Rajiv Gandhi Science Centre)
• Dr. Soolakshna Lukea-Bhiwajee (Officer In Charge, School Of Sustainable Development & Tourism, University

Build district SDGs Plans
by combining to
SDG Build Frameworks
(Vision, Objectives,
Strategies, Actions,
Measures, Interconnects)

Present Young Mauritians'
Plan for the Planet in a
youth conference

May/June 2018

August 2018

04

06

02

of Technology, Mauritius)

ENGAGE

FINALISING THE
NATIONAL PLAN

• Mrs. Soujata Rughoobur-Seetah (Lecturer, Faculty of Management, Curtin Mauritius, Charles Telfair Campus)
• Mr. Vikramsing Gungah (Lecturer, Faculty of Management, Curtin Mauritius,Charles Telfair Campus)
• Mrs. Bharati Bhundoo (Business Development Officer, Small and Medium Enterprises, Mauritius)
• Mrs. Vijayelaksmee Goorah (Lead Innovation, Advocacy & Entrepreneurship, National Productivity and
Competitiveness Council)

01

03

05

07

DISCOVER

DISCOVER

COMBINE

ENGAGE

Students Focus Areas

Pareto Matrix

Top 20 Things Happening?

(80:20 Rule) =
Top 4 Priorities

Need to Happen in
your District/SDG
March 2018

Page 12

Synthesise the 10
Regional district Plans into
the National Sustainable
Development Goal Plan
for Mauritius
June 2018

Liaise with district
Government/Business/
Community to ACTION the
Regional and National
SDG Plans and roll
these plans into the
2018/2019 Programme
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HIGHLIGHTS OF MAJOR ISSUES IDENTIFIED
IN ALL DISTRICTS

1

No
Poverty

ACTION PLAN
SDG 1: NO POVERTY

Vision: Everyone must be able to lead a decent life and should be above the poverty line.
Top Four priorities that need to happen
Focus Area

• Eradicate drug trafficking and drug use in Mauritius
• Decrease road accidents
• Clean drains and proper infrastructure as measures to prevent floods
• Reduce use of fertilisers in Agriculture

RIVIÈRE DU
REMPART

1 Unemployment 1. Decrease the
percentage of
and
homelessness
unemployment and
eradicate homelessness
in Mauritius

Strategies
1. By training poor people
and making them self
sustainable to make
them independent and
earn their own money

2 Financial
support

1. Raise funds to help poor 1. Give poor people a
or less fortunate people
monetary help

3 Adopting new
ways and
measures to
encourage
poor people to
educate their
children

1. Encourage life long
learning

• Reduce the incidence of Non-Communicable Diseases (NCD) in Mauritius
• Continuous supply of potable water to all households

PAMPLEMOUSSES

• Revised school curriculum better suited to the job market
• Promote social skills among youngsters

PORT-LOUIS

• Reduce domestic violence and violence against women
FLACQ
MOKA

Objectives

• Tap onto more renewable energy resources
• Increased use of technology at home, at school and at the workplace

2. Aim to increase more
scholarships and
bursaries to encourage
poor people to study

spend more money in
the education sector

GRAND PORT

• Boost the Ocean Economy
• Conservation of native forests
• Protect coastal ecosystems

SAVANNE

Page 14

• Reinforce laws
• Promote local industries

1. Increased level of
employment
2. Decreased level of
homelessness

SDGs Interconnect
1. Quality education
2. Zero hunger

1. Promote benevolent contribution
1. Offer the needy people
1. Zero hunger
and contribution in fund raising at
money to help them get a
national and international level by
roof over their head.
government will lead to positive
2. A more comfortable living
investment bring and more fund to
for poor people
be distributed to the poor

2. Providing more scholarships and
bursaries to poor people

1. Better educational
opportunities and
employment

1. Good health and
well-being
2. Zero hunger
3. No poverty

4. Teachers must be more strict in
terms of discipline
5. Encourage schools to do more
educational outings to increase
general knowledge of students

• Delocalisation of offices to different districts to reduce traffic jams
• Support Small and Medium Enterprises (SME)

2. Build a training centre to educate
and help the homeless and poor
people

Outcomes and Measures

3. Give extra assistance to children
with disabilities

• Action plan for waste segregation
PLAINES-WILHEMS

1. Boost social housing programmes

1. Skilled workers should
1. Provide free learning resources
be given regular training
and more benefits to poor people
and people with disabilities
2. Government should

• Encourage use of public transport to reduce green house emissions

BLACK
RIVER

Actions

4 Drugs, alcohol 1. Eradicate drug
and illegal
trafficking and drug use
in Mauritius
synthetic drugs
2. Use more money for
education and health
care society

1. More sensitising
programs and classes
to help to educate the
youngsters about the
drawbacks of drug and
show them the result
of drug addiction by
visiting rehabilitation
centres

1. Introduce more activities and build 1. Lowered drug use among 1. Quality education
youngsters and increased 2. Good health and
a gymnasium in each school and
school attendance
in the localities to get youngsters
well-being
more interested in sports and
2. Students focus more
fitness rather than falling into drugs
on their studies and in
fitness which would keep
them away from drugs
and alcohol
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2

Zero
Hunger

ACTION PLAN
SDG 2: ZERO HUNGER

3

Good Health
and Well-Being

ACTION PLAN
SDG 3: GOOD HEALTH AND WELL-BEING

Vision: All people living in the country have access to food for proper health by 2030.

Vision: By the year ended 2030 there must be an improvement in the health system so that people can live a better quality of life.

Top Four priorities that need to happen

Top Four priorities that need to happen

Focus Area

Objectives

1 Promote local 1. Engage in smart
food production
agriculture and
increase food
production by 2030

Strategies

1. Provide farmers and planters 1. Arrange meetings with
with appropriate training and
farmers and field workers to
mentoring
explain to them about use of
new technology
2. Provide poor people with
land for agriculture and
farming

2 Household
budgeting

1. Better management
of income thus
ensuring financial
stability

4 Encouraging
the creation
of small
businesses for
unemployed
people

Page 16

1. Help unemployed
people to have a job
so that they can earn
a living

2. Ministry of agriculture to
provide seedlings and poultry
to needy families

Outcomes and Measures
1. Increase in local food
production

SDGs Interconnect
1. Decent work and
economic growth

2. More families will be
2. Responsible
involved in food subsistence
production and
and income generating
consumption
activities
3. No poverty

1. Better financial stability and
1. Sensitise population about
1. Free financial counselling
prioritisation of expenses in
importance of budgeting and
and advice to be delivered
favour of balanced diet and
eventually savings
by volunteers (either
healthy lifestyle
professionals
or
trained
2. Hold talks by local
individuals),
seminars
to
show
authorities and organizations
how budgeting can be done
to explain to people how to
meet their ends

3 Donate food to 1. Alleviate hunger
poor people
in all possible ways
and have a healthy
community

Actions

1. No poverty
2. Good health and
well-being

2. Monitoring of targeted groups
of persons to be effected

1. Contact hotels and discuss
with the managers: instead
of throwing the excess food,
collect it and distribute it to
poor people

1. Collect food from hotels and
provide to people in night
shelters

1. Nobody will sleep without
food

1. Government should invest
money in building small
offices for these people

1. People should pay a minimum 1. To diminish unemployment
income tax of 15% so that the
so that people can earn
government could construct
a living and have enough
the offices
money to buy food

1. Good health and
well-being

1. No Poverty
2. Good health and
well-being

Focus Area

Objectives

Strategies

Actions

Outcomes and Measures

SDGs Interconnect

1. Offer alternative recreational 1. Advertise this matter to
facilities to young people to
communities
spend free time
2. Set up rehabilitation
2. Teach people on the effect
institutions
of alcohol and drug abuse
and rehabilitate those
suffering from addiction

1. Reduce death rate from
alcohol related diseases

1. No poverty

2. Save money to buy
more food and other stuffs
instead of alcohol

3. Quality education

2 Decrease the
1. Decrease the number
of patients suffering
incidence of
from cardiovascular
Non-Communicable
diseases
Diseases in
Mauritius
2. Discourage people
from taking too much
sweet food

1. Encourage people to do
more physical exercises
regularly and to change bad
eating habits

1. Good health and
1. People will be in better
well-being
health condition as they
are engaging themselves in
sports

3 Reduce road
accidents

1. Reduce the number
of road accidents on
our roads

1. The government must
reinforce penalty fees for
speeding

1. Drivers will better respect
the speed limit

1. Fewer road accidents
leading to fewer injured
people and death

1. Industry,
innovation and
infrastructure

4 Build a reservoir
or dam to provide
people with
potable water

1. Store water for more
constant and regular
distribution for
domestic uses

1. Policy makers should work
in collaboration with one
another

1. Invest in and construct
reservoirs or dams in
several areas

1. Potable water to be
available, especially during
dry season, as Black
River district suffers the
most from water cuts

1. No poverty

1 Prevent youngsters
from falling prey to
drugs

1. Decrease drug and
alcohol abuse
2. Promote education
to prevent diseases
caused by substance
abuse

1. Sensitise people about
the dangers in taking too
much fast foods
2. Limit the selling of soft
drinks in supermarkets
and encourage people to
do physical exercises

2. Zero hunger
4. Decent work and
economic growth

2. The incidence of diabetes
will be reduced
3. People will be more health
conscious

2. Zero hunger
3. Decent work and
economic growth

3. Decent work and
Economic Growth
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4

Quality
Education

ACTION PLAN
SDG 4: QUALITY EDUCATION

5

Gender
Equality

ACTION PLAN
SDG 5: GENDER EQUALITY

Vision: An equitable and universal access to quality education for everyone, to help young people develop their full potential and to prepare them for the challenges in life.

Vision: Both genders should benefit from equal rights and any form of inequality should be eliminated.

Top Four priorities that need to happen

Top Four priorities that need to happen

Focus Area

Objectives

Strategies

Actions

1. Researchers must focus more 1. Gathering information about
1 Enhance the
1. Get access to new
innovation in terms of new
on the new technology that is
use of enabling
advanced technologies in
technologies
being developed in other
technology in
order to get updated
particular Information
information and cause a
countries
2. Financial involvement of
Communication
reduction in deforestation as
Parent Teachers Association
2. The government should go on
Technology to reduce
less paper will be produced
to purchase more computers
with the idea of providing
the dependency on
and tablets
2. Introduce more computers
tablets to students in all
books
and tablets for both students
schools in order to access
and teachers to access quick
quick information and
communication
information by the end of 2025
2 The lack of social
skills in the
educational system

1. Produce young adults who are 1. Increase the level of
better suited to live in society
interaction between students
and other members of society

1. Promote extra-curricular
activities among students

1. Start collecting data on the
1. Improve the quality of
3 Provide equal
1. Ensure that all students
processes of teaching through
access to education
get equal care and access
learning by introducing
classroom observation to
to primary and secondary
qualified teachers to achieve
including people
education
establish evidence that
relevant and effective learning
with disabilities and
provide insight into teachers
outcomes
children in vulnerable
2. Promote life long opportunities
classroom instructions
situation in all
in the next five years
2. Introduce new and
sectors
2. Government should invest
special schools and training
in the infrastructure of new
must be available to all
schools with good quality of
disabled children
education
4 Improve the
relevance of the
subjects taught at
school
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1. By the end of 2030, the
curriculum at all levels should
evolve to align to the new
economic, social and
ecological challenges of
Mauritius

1. To study the local Mauritian
vision 2030 strategic plan to
understand the challenges

Outcomes and Measures

SDGs Interconnect

1. Benefit teachers as well
as students as they will
learn useful life skills
through technology

1. Gender equality

2. Improve knowledge and
engagement as
technology provides
different opportunities
to make learning more
enjoyable in terms of
teaching in new ways

2. Decent work and
economic growth
3. Climate action

1. Gender equality

1. Increase in the equality

1. Reduced
Inequalities

2. Reduced
Inequalities

1. Create a panel of experts from 1. By 2020 redesign in the 1. Decent work and
private and public sectors and
economic growth
pre-primary curriculum to
education professionals to
integrate the element of
2. Sustainable cities
align their vision
vision 2030
2. Integrate the elements
2. The curriculum from
of the vision into the
pre-primary to tertiary
curriculum for pre-primary,
will align to the
primary, secondary and tertiary
challenges of Mauritius
in order to develop the
relevant skills required to
achieve the relevance of
education

Objectives

1 Make both
1. Promote gender equality
genders work in
and team work
collaboration

Strategies
1. Promote mixed education
at grades 12 and 13 in
secondary schools

4. Partnership for
the goals

1. A higher level of social
skills will be acquired by
the citizens of tomorrow

2. Decrease the
percentage of
discrimination against
disabled children

Focus Area

2 Favouritism
concerning
gender norms

1. Create an equal and just
1. Change the mindset of
society where women and
people so that they do not
men have equal rights
look down on others

3 Mandatory
Premarital
Counselling

1. Provide equal
opportunities and facilities
to both men and women
and ensure that family
life does not suffer due to
work pressure

4 Sexual
1. Completely eliminate
harassment and
all forms of sexual
abuse of women
harassment and abuse
in public places
against women in order to
eliminate consequences
such as teenage
pregnancy and domestic
violence

Actions

Outcomes and Measures SDGs Interconnect

1. Ministry of Education,
Ministry of Gender Equality,
Private sectors and NGOs
should work together towards
setting up and promotion of
mixed schools

1. Ensure a healthier
working environment
for both genders

1. Reduced
inequalities

1. Create more activities in
primary and pre-primary
schools to change mindsets
from an early age

1. Have youngsters in
our society who respect
others despite their
differences

1. Reduced
inequalities

1. Ministry of Gender to offer
1. Decrease in cases
1. Bring employer and
employees on one platform
mandatory premarital
of domestic violence,
to brainstorm on measures
counselling for couples and
divorce and family
to solicit support of the Ministry
conflicts
to be taken and promoting
of Labour
labour laws to ensure that
2. Sound family life
measures are translated
into actions

1. Good health and
well-being

1. Sensitise men and
youngsters on gender
equality and respect

1. Quality education

1. Organise events that target
men and youngsters on
gender equality

1. Women will feel more
secure when they are
out in public

2. Events that challenge
patriarchal attitudes should
be organised in community
centres

2. Reduced violence
against women
3. Reduced domestic
violence
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6

Clean Water
and Sanitation

ACTION PLAN
SDG 6: CLEAN WATER AND SANITATION

7

Affordable and
Clean Energy

ACTION PLAN
SDG 7: AFFORDABLE AND CLEAN ENERGY

Vision: All families should have access to clean water and sanitation facilities.

Vision: In line with our planet’s needs, we strive to achieve a world where we stop over-exploitation of non-renewable resources.

Top Four priorities that need to happen

Top Four priorities that need to happen

Focus Area

Objectives

1 Potable Water and 1. Provide constant and
Infrastructure
adequate supply of potable
water to all households

Strategies
1. By investing in
infrastructure regarding
water storage and
network

Actions
1. Construction of storage
dams, exploring and
developing ground water
resources
2. Renewal of existing
networks to minimise
leakages and establishing
maintenance programmes
by concerned authorities

2 Water
Accumulation

1. Reduce floods and save
money without constructing
new drains

1. Inspect and clean drains
2. Set volunteers cleaning
campaigns

1. Cleaning drains by
removing waste and
accumulated soil and
impose fines for dumping

Outcomes And Measures

SDGs Interconnect

1. All citizens will benefit from 1. Good health and
well-being
constant potable water
supply, resulting in reduced
frustration (specially during
droughts), and better
lifestyle.

1. Decrease in accumulation
of water and floods during
heavy rains

4 Implementation of
new and severe
penalties
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1. Encourage people to start
using organic pesticides
which is less harmful for the
environment

1. Raising awareness
among the users of
pesticides and the
side-effects it has on
the environment

1. By setting up campaigns
for farmers and people
who use pesticides about
the benefits of using
organic pesticides

1. To have more stable and
safe water bodies for a
better quality of life

1. By implementing new
1. Appeal the pressing issue
strict penalties to
to policy makers so as
encourage
people
to
use
to start planning and
2. Stop factories from
introduce new penalties
an
eco-friendly
approach
dumping wastes in the rivers
to conserve rivers and its
3. Encourage them to take an
organisms
eco-friendly approach

1. This will considerably
improve the conditions of
the aquatic life in rivers
and lakes

1. Decrease the number of
factories near rivers

1 Encourage people
to use public
transport

Objectives
1. Reduce air pollution

Actions

1. Government should
1. More buses should be
prioritise on public transport
introduced

Outcomes and Measures
1. Less use of petrol
2. Less air pollution

SDGs Interconnect
1. Sustainable cities and
communities

3. Encourage carpooling
2 Encourage people 1. By the end of 2030,
there must be an
to generate and sell
energy
increase in the use
of renewable energy

1. Government should
1. More people produce
1. Reduced consumption of
encourage people to use
energy from renewable
Fossil Fuels
alternative energy by
sources and sell it to
aiming for affordable prices
another people
for renewable energy
2. Policy makers should
work towards a decrease
in the energy prices

3 More photovoltaic
1. Be able to use more
panels on
pollution-free energy.
mountains and hills

1. Identify, with help of experts, locations where
exposure is optimum,
to entail help of
organisations in order to
initiate and ultimately
concretise this project

1. Gradually install more
1. More autonomy in terms
1. Industry, innovation
photovoltaic panels on
of energy production,
and infrastructure
targeted mountains and/
more awareness about
2. Climate action
or hills in order to
responsible consumption,
generate enough energy
gearing up to meet future 3. Sustainable cities and
communities
to supply local
challenges
communities

4 Save Electricity

1. Advertisement about
advantages of using led
bulbs and raise awareness
about the energy
consumed by CFL

1. Distribute LED bulbs
in community and
encourage its use

1. Life on land
2. Life below water

1. Life below water

Strategies

2. Lower bus fares

1. Industry
innovation and
infrastructure

2. Use existing tunnels
under pavement as water
pathway
3 The management
of toxic pesticides

Focus Area

1. Stop use of CFL
light bulbs

1. Less energy used for
lighting

1. Responsible
consumption and
production

1. Climate action
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8

Decent Work and
Economic Growth

ACTION PLAN
SDG 8: DECENT WORK AND ECONOMIC GROWTH

Vision: Through the SDG 8, we can become conscious of how youngsters are unemployed even if they are qualified. By 2030 it can be expected that new businesses
and job opportunities become accessible to all young people. In this case, our island will get closer to the global goals for a sustainable future.
Top Four priorities that need to happen
Focus Area
1 Free Training

Objectives
1. To increase productivity at
work (making workers
more versatile at work)

2 Laws against 1. Reduce gender inequality
discrimination
by 2020
2. Eradicate gender pay gap
3. Everyone should be paid a
minimum wage of Rs 9000
by 2020

3 Promote
fairness in
decisions

1. Give equal opportunities
to all job seekers including
young graduates

Strategies

Actions

Outcomes and Measures

SDGs Interconnect

1. Open more training
1. Provide training and increase
centres and encourage
facilities to be educated
employers to grant
2. Increase the number of trainers
permission to employees
and provide them with adequate
to follow training
infrastructure facilities

1. Increased number of
skilled workers

1. All workers should fight
for their rights and get
access to the minimum
wage

1. Decrease the percentage 1. Gender equality
of unemployment among 2. Industry innovation
youngsters
and infrastructure
2. Creation of new type
of jobs for all genders

1. Youngsters should be given the
opportunity to prove themselves
2. Reinforce the law that every
worker should get access to the
minimum wage

1. Quality education

1. The concept of ‘The Citizen
Advice Bureau’ (CAB) should be
reviewed

Industry, Innovation
and Infrastructure

ACTION PLAN
SDG 9: INDUSTRY, INNOVATION AND INFRASTRUCTURE

Vision: Pillars of the economy should be competitive not only at the national level but at the international level as well.
Top Four priorities that need to happen
Focus Area
1 Sea-hub not fully
developed

Objectives
1. Foster the development of
the sea-hub

2. Better standard of living

3. Education in all institutions about
human rights and the respect
one should have towards
someone else’s work
1. Recruitment to be made
as per job requirements
and not political support

9

1. Fair and equal
opportunities to all
job seekers

1. Peace and justice

1. Reduction in traffic
congestion, pollution
and unemployment

1. Sustainable cities
and communities

2. Independent officers from private
firms should be involved in the
recruitment process of all
government institutions

2. Reduced
inequalities

Strategies

Actions

1. Use of education to
increase awareness
about developing the
marine sector

1. Professional courses linked
to sea-hub development
should be provided

1. Ocean state of the
island will be exploited
for its benefits

1. Decent work and
economic growth

1. Implement one-dig policy for
example during repairs of
water pipes, all other related
organisations should carry
out all other repairs

1. Less traffic congestion
and fewer accidents

1. Sustainable cities
and communities

1. Mauritius will not be
dependent on only
one sector but will be
supported by more
small businesses

1. Decent work and
economic growth

2 Poor road
infrastructure

1. Better road network should
be established to reduce
road accidents

1. Coordination between
the different
organisations involved
in road infrastructure

3 No diversification of
small and medium
enterprises

1. Mauritius should have a
more diverse economy,
through small and medium
enterprises

1. Use of specific courses 1. Subjects like
entrepreneurship should be
to teach students about
business management
more popularised and
offered as a subject options
and innovation
for higher classes

4 Innovation strategies 1. Mauritius should not lag
are less developed
behind when it comes to
technological innovation

Outcomes and Measures SDGs Interconnect

1. Our country will see
1. The technological
1. Investment in technological
a higher degree
sector should improve
sector should be encouraged
by the government and
of technological
with more research and
advancements
backed by the private sector
development

2. Life below water

1. Sustainable cities
and communities
2. Industry,
innovation and
infrastructure

3. Transparency in the selection
process
4 Shift business 1. Decrease pollution and
traffic congestion
activities to
regional areas 2. Create more job
opportunities districtwise
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1. Decentralise the major
offices throughout the
island

1. Government to provide support,
facilities and places around
the targeted region to allow
construction of offices

2. Good health and
well-being
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10

Reduced
Inequalities

ACTION PLAN
SDG 10: REDUCED INEQUALITIES

11

Sustainable Cities
and Communities

ACTION PLAN
SDG 11: SUSTAINABLE CITIES AND COMMUNITIES

Vision: All Mauritians live in an equal and just society.

Vision: To live in a country less dependent on fossil fuels.

Top Four priorities that need to happen

Top Four priorities that need to happen

Focus Area

Objectives

Strategies

Actions

Outcomes and Measures

1 Children from
1. Every child should
different economic
receive the same level
backgrounds should
of education and have
have access to
an equal opportunity
equal education
to succeed

1. All educational
institutions should
provide similar
facilities to students

2 Racial segregation
and stigmatisation
due to skin colour

1. Educate people about 1. Sensitisation campaigns to
1. Consolidation of nation
the importance of not
empower people from different
building among Mauritians
looking down upon
races
2. Disregarding of people due
certain races or skin
2. Educate children right from
to their race or skin colour
colours
primary school to respect and
will no longer be an issue.
give equal treatment to people
of different races

1. Ensure that people
of different races
are treated equally
and have same
opportunities

3 Equal opportunities 1. Reduce discrimination 1. Promote the highest
and reduced
ethical standards,
and corruption by 2030
incomes inequalities
improved legislations
and regulations

4 Raise standard of
medical service
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1. Improve the medical
service with high-tech
equipment

1. Investment in public schools
which are deprived of school
materials, ensuring that every
student has access to basic
level of infrastructure and staff

1. More children, regardless
of their background, will
be able to succeed and
contribute to the economy

SDGs Interconnect
1. Quality education

1 Decreased air
pollution

Objectives
1. Reduce toxic gas
emissions
2. Maintain good air
quality and reduce
the number of
vehicles by 2030

1. Peace, justice
and stronger
institutions

Strategies
1. Reduce emissions and
associated impacts
through energy efficiency
or renewable energy
projects

Actions
1. Government needs to promote
renewable energy/projects
through funding
2. Use environmentally safe
paints and cleaning products
whenever possible

Outcomes and Measures

SDGs Interconnect

2. Better air quality

1. Good health and
well-being

3. Reduction in greenhouse
gases thus protecting the
ozone layer

3. Climate action

1. Better health

2. Industry innovation
and infrastructure

4. More revenue from people
3. Government initiatives should
travelling in buses
aim at reducing use of own cars
5. A reduction in traffic jams
during workdays
4. Avoid using vehicles for short
distances

1. A coordinated meeting to find 1. Track down illegal activities 1. Decent work and
a resolution to fight corruption
concerning corruption in job
economic growth
sectors
2. Organise common educational
2. Zero hunger
and awareness campaigns
2. Increased opportunities for 3. No poverty
regarding anti-corruption
disabled people
activities

1. Provide opportunities 1. Expand health insurance
1. Better health care
coverage to promote access to 2. Less patients needing to
for more patients to
health care for everyone
be treated in mauritius
travel abroad for medical
instead of waiting for 2. Hire more specialised
treatment
treatment abroad
doctors and provide high-tech
equipment for surgery
in Mauritius

Focus Area

1. Good health and
well-being

2 Workplace too 1. Reduce road
far; Time and
congestion
fuel lost when 2. Decrease
commuting
consumption of
fuel and time
3 Flooding

1. Decentralise the capital
and main towns

1. Reduce the
1. Educate people on
negative impacts of
importance of clean
floods in Port-Louis
drains in the capital city,
by 2020
Port-Louis

4 Capitalising on 1. Use of solar
energy to produce
solar energy
electricity for
domestic and
commercial use

1. Rate of unemployment in the
1. Companies could open
branches in different districts
districts will decrease and
with the help of the Government
locals will not have to travel
and private sectors
far to work, resulting in a more
productive workforce
1. To raise awareness among
1. There should be a
people to clean drains by
reduction in flood risks
showing effects of flood through
by 2020
pictures, videos in schools,
through newspapers and
social media

1. The roof of every building 1. Public and private sectors to
provide incentives, provide
should be equipped with
and install PV cells to every
photovoltaic cells to
produce efficient electricity
household and commerce
for own use

1. Production of energy using
fossil fuels will be reduced

1. Decent work &
economic growth
2. Climate action

1. Industry innovation
and infrastructure

1. Affordable clean
energy

2. Costs of running thermal power 2. Good health and
well-being
stations will be lowered
3. Less carbon emission in the
atmosphere

3. Climate action
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12

Responsible
Consumption
and Production

ACTION PLAN
SDG 12: RESPONSIBLE CONSUMPTION AND PRODUCTION

Top Four priorities that need to happen

1 Control on
the amount of
pesticides and
fertilisers

Objectives

Strategies

Actions

Outcomes and Measures

1. By the end of 2030,
1. Agricultural Professionals 1. Financial assistance must be 1. There will be a decrease
given to planters
fertilisers and insecticides
should support planters
in the amount of pesticides
should be banned in
on how to build and
use and the residents will
2. The amount of fertilisers
the island
use the hydroponics
have a healthier life
and insecticides should be
greenhouse
2. Also hydroponic
controlled
greenhouses should be
adopted by all planters

SDGs Interconnect
1. Sustainable cities
and communities
2. Climate action

2 Collect rain water 1. Encourage people to
1. Inform citizens about
for irrigation
collect rain water and use
benefits of rainwater
and cleaning
harvesting and how to
it for domestic purposes
use it wisely
purposes
other than drinking and
cooking

1. Set up a ‘rainwater harvesting 1. Reduce wastage of water,
kit’ in a truck which will go
people become more
conscious about water
from town to town and village
issues and will learn
to village to demonstrate
new ways of saving this
what can be used to collect
precious resource
rainwater and how this water
can be utilised

1. Sustainable cities
and communities

3 Use of
non-renewable
source of
energy

1. Work in collaboration with
NGOs and local people in
the community to increase
awareness on the effects of
using non renewable source
of energy

1. Affordable and
clean energy

1. Ensure that 60% of the
1. Educate people on
the benefits of using
total energy consumption
renewable energy
is from renewable sources
in the next 5 years

1. Expect an increase of
10% in the use of
renewable energy

1. Campaigns to encourage 1. Sensitize population and
4 Reduce waste
1. Recycle and reuse
1. Less wastes
people to sort wastes,
provide practical ways to
waste in order to diminish
through recycling
2. Protection of scarce
reuse what they can
achieve the targets
negative impact on
resources
environment
and dispose of organic
2. District Councils and
3. Gradual change in attitude
wastes differently
Municipal Councils to provide
and mentality
separate bins for waste
segregation
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Climate
Action

ACTION PLAN
SDG 13: CLIMATE ACTION

Vision: By the year end 2030, a better future resulting from our effort to combat climate change and reduce greenhouse gases together with an increase in the use of
clean energy.

Vision: People have a sound health through healthy food production and consumption.

Focus Area

13

Top Four priorities that need to happen
Focus Area

Objectives

1 Sensitize local
population to
save energy

1. Decrease energy
consumption and thus
mitigate global warming

2 Deforestation

1. Irresponsible deforestation 1. More trees should be
should be stopped through
planted to compensate
laws
for lost forests

2. Climate action

3 Harmful gas
emissions from
fossil fuels

1. Emissions of harmful
gases must be under
control

4 Encourage Reuse 1. Ensure that the 3 Rs are
Reduce Recycle
being implemented
1. Sustainable cities
and communities
2. Climate action

Strategies
1. More advertisement and
campaigns
2. Include saving energy
methods in school
curriculum to inculcate
life habits

Actions

Outcomes and Measures

SDGs Interconnect

1. Encourage teachers to
regularly conduct lessons
on necessity to save
energy

1. A decrease in electricity bills 1. Sustainable cities
2. An increase in number of
students who have adopted
energy saving gestures in
their daily lives

2. Quality education

1. Promote reforestation and
setting up of nurseries

1. Restoration of ecosystems

1. Responsible
consumption and
production

2. Set up green belts

2. Adverse climatic conditions
caused by deforestation will
be diminished

1. Encourage investment in 1. Provide subsidies for
cleaner energy sources
deriving energy from
such as solar, wind and
clean sources and
thermal
increase taxation on fossil
fuel plants

1. Less harmful gases
would be detected in the
atmosphere

1. Clean and
affordable energy

1. Specialised dustbins for
different types of waste
everywhere

1. This will help to separate
plastics which can be
recycled and kitchen
waste that can be used
in composting

1. Quality education

2. Encouraging people to
change their attitudes
and behaviours

1. Campaigns to help people
change their behaviours
and understand the
importance of waste
trimming
2. Provision of specialised
dustbins to all households
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14

Life Below
Water

ACTION PLAN
SDG 14: LIFE BELOW WATER

15

Life on
Land

ACTION PLAN
SDG 15: LIFE ON LAND

Vision: The conservation of aquatic life and preservation of the marine ecosystem.

Vision: Aim for preservation of terrestrial ecosystem and maintain biodiversity.

Top Four priorities that need to happen

Top Four priorities that need to happen

Focus Area

Objectives

Strategies

Actions

Outcomes and Measures

1. Protect and preserve
1. More frequent patrols of National 1. Actions to be taken
marine life and
by Commissioner of
Coast Guard and ‘Police de
biodiversity to ensure
Police and issue to be
l’Environnement’
sustainability
discussed
in
Parliament
2. Delegation of powers to citizens
to
come
up
with
more
2. Reduced risk of flash
to prevent and report such
severe laws
floods
2. Stop waste dumping in
occurrences
2.
Empower
authorities
to
rivers and lakes
3. Heavier fines and jail sentences
identify offenders
to people who dump waste in

1 Stop pollution of
1. Identify and put a stop
marine environment
to discharge of used
and waste dumping
oils, chemicals and
plastic products into
the sea

SDGs Interconnect
1. Climate action
2. Partnership for
the goals

Focus Area

1. Reduce amount
of fertilisers and
pesticides used in
agriculture

1. Use of biodegradable fertilisers
and pesticides

1. Reduce the risks of
1. Encourage people
Eutrophication
to use biodegradable
fertilisers and pesticides
by educating them on
their preparations
and use

3 Planting of
mangroves

4 Overfishing
in lagoons
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1. Filtering impurities and 1. Planting of mangroves along
preventing soil erosion
our coasts

1. There should be less
depletion of the fish
population

1. Control of fishing activities

1. Ministry of Fisheries
and Beach Authority to
take initiatives in this
direction

2 Reforestation

1. Protect biodiversity 1. Promote the implementation
1. Conserve and restore
and natural habitats
of sustainable management
terrestrial and freshwater
of all types of forests, halt
ecosystems
deforestation, restore degraded
forests and substantially
increase afforestation and
reforestation globally

2. Partnership for
the goals

1. More patrols by National 1. The fish populations will
Coast Guard and Navy
be restored
to prevent fishing of
juvenilles

3. Life on land
1. Responsible
consumption and
production

1. Monitor and regulate the
number of introduced plants
or animal species entering the
country through airplanes
or ships

Outcomes and Measures

SDGs Interconnect

1. More strict control by customs’ 1. Potentially fewer number 1. Partnership for the
goals
office for plant and animals
of invasive species
introduced in the area
entering the country
2. Life below water

1. Decent work and
1. Increase in green
spaces and conservation
economic growth
of biodiversity resources 2. Sustainable cities

2. Promote access to genetic
resources and fair sharing of
its benefits
3 Tree Planting

1. Preserve marine life and 1. Climate action
prevent coastal erosion 2. Partnership for the
goals

Actions

1. Protect native
species from being
outcompeted by
invasive species

1. Climate action

2. Inform planters in the
benefits of using bio
fertilisers

Strategies

1 Invasive species
cause harm to
endemic or
indigenous ones

rivers and lakes

2 Excessive use of
fertilisers and
pesticides

Objectives

1. Increase
percentage of
forested areas in
Mauritius by 1%
(Forests currently
occupy only 2% of
the land area in
Mauritius)

4 Landfills are full of 1. Reduce wastes in
reusable wastes
landfills and exploit
all the unused
resources there

1. Work in collaboration with
Mauritius Wildlife Foundation
and Friends of Environment to
plant more trees such as Bois
d’Olive or Bois d’Ebene Noir

1. Find ways to filter wastes into
specific categories so that they
can be repurposed.

1. Contact National Parks and
1. Youngsters to be
Conservation Services to offer
more interested in
support and help, specially
conservation and
during holidays
protection of endemic
heritage
2. Create a group of students

1. Climate action

to help in planting and/or
taking care of seedlings or
baby-plants

2. Larger areas of land
covered with endemic
forest in Mauritius

1. Separate recyclable wastes
from non-recyclable waste
and promote compositing and
recycling

1. Amount of wastes in
dumping ground
would decrease while
increasing the number
of resources available

1. Responsible
consumption and
production

2. Use of separate bins for
different types of materials

2. Partnership for
the goals
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16

Peace, Justice
and Strong
Institutions

ACTION PLAN
SDG 16: PEACE, JUSTICE AND STRONG INSTITUTIONS

17

Partnerships
for the Goals

ACTION PLAN
SDG 17: PARTNERSHIPS FOR THE GOALS

Vision: To live in a peaceful and equitable society where fairness, justice and harmony prevail.

Vision: The SDGs should be achieved through strategic parnership for the welfare of all.

Top Four priorities that need to happen

Top Four priorities that need to happen

Focus Area

Objectives

Strategies

Actions

Outcomes and Measures

SDGs Interconnect

1. Reduce the number of
1 Reducing the
number of crimes
crimes and violence by
and violence
introducing laws which
provide more severe
penalties and installing
CCTV cameras

1. Reinforcing the law and
installing CCTV cameras
all over the districts

1. Government should
introduce laws which
provide more severe
penalties

1. Drastic fall in the number of
criminal cases and increase
in the feeling of security
among inhabitants

1. Gender equality

2 Reinforce laws
against violence

1. Set up support groups
to counsel victims of
domestic violence

1. Employ qualified
personnel to offer
counselling to victims
and who can act as
positive role models

1. Significant decrease in
cases of domestic violence

1. Reduced inequalities

1. By the end of 2030,
more support should be
provided to victims of
domestic violence

3 Corruption,
bribery, theft and
tax evasion cost
money to the
government

1. Reduce white collar
crimes and extortion of
money

4 Fight against
communalism

1. Having more
inter-community social
activities for all ages

1. Discourage actions taken 1. Live broadcasts of the
by the criminals through
punishment of such
heavy penalties
crimes and sensitise
young children
2. Support of media to

1. Reduced crime rates

1. Organise and hold social 1. Local social, religious
activities whereby people
and other bodies to
of different communities
meet and take initiatives
interact and promote
together
unity in diversity

1. Promote law and order as
well as social exchange and
cohesion

2. Gender equality

1. Quality education

2. People live in a peaceful
society

unveil corruption cases

2. Less prejudice and
discrimination
3. Less communal discords
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2. Good health and
well-being

1. Reduced inequalities
2. Partnership for
the goals

Focus Area
1 Providing high
capacity and high
speed internet
services

Objectives

Strategies

Actions

Outcomes and Measures

1. A more knowledgeable
1. Availability of
1. The help of countries such as
society
internet connection in
India can be requested
more public areas
2. Encourage competition between 2. Better life style
different internet suppliers in
2. Citizens must be able
order to increase the efficiency
to have easy access
of internet supply
to the internet
3. Professional IT technicians can

1. By end of 2020,
disparities in the use
of the internet must
disappear

SDGs Interconnect
1. Quality education

be employed

2 Encouraging
1. By end of 2020,
developed countries
products exported to
to buy the products
developed countries
of the country
must not be tax free

3 The lack of
awareness on
SDGs

1. Increase the number
of people who know
about the SDGs

1. Better negotiations
between developed
and developing
countries

1. Conferences between
developed and developing
countries to explain the concept
of taxation

1. More tax revenue for the
country

1. Create awareness
campaigns across
the districts

1. We propose sensitisation
campaigns across the districts,
using flyers and posters

1. People will become more
aware about the SDGs

1. The Government should
increase the proportion of the
budget allocated to achieve
the SDGs

1. Decent work and
1. More Mauritians will
become conscious about
economic growth
the importance of achieving
the SDGs for a better life

1. SDGs should be of
1. Obtain the support
4 There is a low
greater importance in
level of funding for
of the Government
the whole country
SDGs and this is
discouraging people
to join in the
initiative

2. Better development of
infrastructure

1. No poverty
2. Decent work and
economic growth
3. Reduced
inequalities
1. Quality education
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THE YOUTH VISION
To live in a country
less dependent on
fossil fuels
Aim for preservation
of terrestrial ecosystem
and maintain biodiversity

By the end of 2030,
a better future resulting from our effort
to combat climate change and reduce
greenhouse gases, together with an
increase in the use of clean energy
By the year-end 2030,
there must be an improvement
in the health system so that
people can live a better
quality of life
In line with our planet’s needs,
we strive to achieve a world
where we stop over-exploitation
of non-renewable resources
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The conservation
of aquatic life and
preservation of the
marine ecosystem

People have a sound
health through healthy
food production and
consumption
All people living in the
country have access
to food for proper
health by 2030

An equitable and universal
access to quality education for
everyone to help young people
develop their full potential and
to prepare them for the
challenges in life

Through the SDG 8 we can become
conscious of how youngsters are
unemployed even if they are qualified.
By 2030 it can be expected that new
businesses and job opportunities become
accessible to all the young people.
In this case our island will reach closer to
the global goals for a sustainable future

All Mauritians
live in an equal and
just society

Both genders should
benefit from equal rights and
any form of inequality should
be eliminated

All families have
access to clean water
and sanitation facilities

Pillars of the economy
should be competitive
not only at the national
level but at the international
level as well

Everyone must be able to
lead a decent standard of
living and should be above
the poverty line

